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Purpose: To evaluate the feasibility of through-time spiral gen-
eralized autocalibrating partial parallel acquisition (GRAPPA)

for low-latency accelerated real-time MRI of speech.
Methods: Through-time spiral GRAPPA (spiral GRAPPA), a
fast linear reconstruction method, is applied to spiral (k-t) data
acquired from an eight-channel custom upper-airway coil. Ful-
ly sampled data were retrospectively down-sampled to evalu-
ate spiral GRAPPA at undersampling factors R¼2 to 6.
Pseudo-golden-angle spiral acquisitions were used for pro-
spective studies. Three subjects were imaged while performing
a range of speech tasks that involved rapid articulator move-
ments, including fluent speech and beat-boxing. Spiral GRAP-
PA was compared with view sharing, and a parallel imaging
and compressed sensing (PI-CS) method.
Results: Spiral GRAPPA captured spatiotemporal dynamics of
vocal tract articulators at undersampling factors �4. Spiral

GRAPPA at 18 ms/frame and 2.4 mm2/pixel outperformed view
sharing in depicting rapidly moving articulators. Spiral GRAP-

PA and PI-CS provided equivalent temporal fidelity. Recon-
struction latency per frame was 14 ms for view sharing and
116 ms for spiral GRAPPA, using a single processor. Spiral

GRAPPA kept up with the MRI data rate of 18ms/frame with
eight processors. PI-CS required 17 minutes to reconstruct 5

seconds of dynamic data.
Conclusion: Spiral GRAPPA enabled 4-fold accelerated real-
time MRI of speech with a low reconstruction latency. This

approach is applicable to wide range of speech RT-MRI
experiments that benefit from real-time feedback while visual-
izing rapid articulator movement. Magn Reson Med 78:2275–
2282, 2017. VC 2017 International Society for Magnetic Res-
onance in Medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

Real-time MRI (RT-MRI) is a powerful tool to safely assess
and quantify the vocal tract dynamics during speech pro-
duction (1–3). It has several compelling advantages over
alternate modalities (X-rays, ultrasound, and electromag-
netic articulography), including the lack of any ionizing
radiation, ability to image arbitrary scan planes, and visu-
alization of deep soft-tissue structures such as the velum,
epiglottis, larynx, and pharyngeal wall. MRI has become a
useful tool in human speech production research and has
allowed scientists to address open questions in the areas
of phonetics, phonology, language acquisition, and lan-
guage disorders (1–3). RT-MRI of upper-airway dynamics
has also shown value in clinical assessment of velophar-
yngeal insufficiency (4,5), cleft palate (6,7), treatment
planning and post-treatment functional evaluation of
speech and swallowing (8), and dynamic assessment of
airway collapses in obstructive sleep apnea (9).

RT-MRI is challenged by trade-offs between the achiev-
able spatial resolution, temporal resolution, slice coverage,
and signal to noise. Several rapid MRI methods based on
non-Cartesian imaging, parallel imaging, and compressed
sensing (CS) have been applied to improve the above
trade-offs (10–16). The latency time, which is the time
between acquisition of a set of raw data and reconstruc-
tion of the final image, is a useful criterion to classify the
above methods to either on-the-fly or off-line methods.
On-the-fly methods are those which achieve minimal
latency requirements for a given application, whereas off-
line methods are those that have larger than tolerable
latencies. The minimum latency time requirements are
typically dictated by the application at hand and can be in
the range of 100 to 1,000 ms. For instance, latencies of 500
to 1,000 ms can be tolerated during interactive localization
(17,18), whereas latencies of up to 330 ms have been
reported in interventional guidance (19). It is also worth
mentioning that in non-MRI applications, latencies of up
to 200 ms have been established for audio in conversation-
al speech (human mouth to ear) (20) and up to 100 to
1,000 ms in interactive gaming applications (21).

On-the-fly methods that combine non-Cartesian imag-
ing with view sharing have been used in several studies
(1,10,12). Bresch et al and Narayanan et al (1,10) used
short spiral readouts at 1.5 Tesla (T) to visualize speech
at native time resolutions of 54 to 78 ms and spatial reso-
lution of 3.0 to 2.4 mm2. Interactive imaging is desired in
scenarios that require real-time feedback, such as
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immediate visualization of articulatory movements in
various planes to localize a desired slice, immediate
visualization, and correction of artifacts (eg, reduction of
off-resonance blurring in spiral imaging by on-the-fly
adjustment of center frequency).

Iterative CS methods that exploit spatiotemporal redun-
dancies of dynamic images have demonstrated greater
acceleration levels (>6- to 7-fold). These invoke con-
straints based on low-rank assumptions, transform sparsi-
ty, or both (11–16,22). These have demonstrated improved
spatiotemporal resolutions in 2D RT-MRI (up to 1.5–
2.4 mm2 and 10–33 ms/frame) and also more recently in
3D RT-MRI (frame rate of 166 frames/sec) (22). The recon-
structions in these methods involve nonlinear optimiza-
tion, rely on the availability of an adequate number of
temporal frames for efficient exploitation of redundancies,
and are largely implemented off-line. These methods are
challenged by complexity and computation times. Howev-
er, several approaches that leverage parallelism and graph-
ical processing units have been able to achieve latencies
up to 47.5 ms/frame in Sorensen et al (23), 87 ms/frame in
Schaetz et al (24), 90 ms/frame in Uecker et al (25), and
300 ms/frame in Smith et al (26) for similar applications.

In this work, the feasibility of a fast linear k-space-
based reconstruction method through-time spiral general-
ized autocalibrating partial parallel acquisition (GRAPPA;
spiral GRAPPA) (27,28) is evaluated for accelerated RT-
MRI of speech with low latency and robust image quality.
Through-time non-Cartesian GRAPPA uses multiple fully
sampled time frames in a one-time calibration phase to
learn the k-space geometry-specific GRAPPA weights of a
given kernel. With the known weights, it performs a
frame-by-frame linear reconstruction to estimate the miss-
ing k-space samples in every coil. Through-time non-Car-
tesian GRAPPA has been applied and evaluated in several
dynamic and relaxometry MRI applications, including
real-time cardiac MRI (29), renal MRI angiography (30),
liver perfusion MRI (31), and T1 mapping (32). Here, we
evaluate it to efficiently exploit the acceleration capabili-
ties offered by a custom eight-channel upper-airway coil
and spiral trajectories for dynamic upper-airway imaging.
Through quantitative and qualitative evaluation in retro-
spective undersampling experiments of fully sampled
data, we determine the length of calibration data needed
for GRAPPA weight estimation and also evaluate the spa-
tiotemporal fidelity of spiral GRAPPA reconstructions at
various undersampling factors (R). A pseudo-golden-angle
spiral sequence with linear view ordering in the calibra-
tion phase is used, with a golden angle ordering in the
acquisition phase, as described in Kim et al (33). Compar-
isons are performed against existing on-the-fly view-shar-
ing reconstruction and an off-line sparse SENSE based
parallel imaging and compressed sensing method (PI-CS).
Examples from 3 subjects are shown to visualize rapidly
moving articulators with a range of speech tasks.

METHODS

Experiments were performed on a GE Signa Excite 1.5T
scanner with a custom eight-channel upper-airway coil,
which had four channels on either side of the jaw. The
coil elements were arranged to offer diverse sensitivity

in the superior-inferior and anterior-posterior directions.

It provides high sensitivity over all upper-airway articu-
lators, including the lips, tongue, velum, epiglottis, glot-

tis, and pharyngeal wall (14).
Gradient echo–based multishot interleaved spiral sequen-

ces (field of view¼ 20 cm2; slice thickness [Dz]¼ 6 mm;

readout time [Tread]¼2.5 ms; repetition time [TR]¼ 6.004
ms; echo time¼ 0.8 ms; flip angle¼150; receive

bandwidth¼6125 kHz) were implemented at different spa-

tial resolutions, while making maximum use of gradients
(40 mT/m amplitude and 150 mT/m/ms slew rate). All data

were acquired by a real-time interactive imaging platform

(RT-Hawk; Heart Vista Inc., Los Altos, CA, USA) (34).

In Vivo Validation Using Retrospective Down-Sampling

Data from 1 subject were acquired using the above multi-

shot spiral sequence with linear interleaf order (spatial

resolution¼ 2.5 mm2; image matrix size: 80� 80; 12 inter-

leaves per fully sampled frame; angle increments of 300)
and a midsagittal scan plane.

Two speech tasks were considered: 1) repetitions of

counting numbers “one, two, three, four, five” at a normal

pace, used for spiral GRAPPA calibration, and 2) repeti-
tions of the phrase “ala-ara-asa-asha” at a normal pace,

used as reference data. The reference data were retrospec-

tively down-sampled at undersampling factors (R)¼2, 3,

4, and 6 by selecting every Rth interleave in each fully
sampled frame. The missing interleaves for each coil were

recovered by spiral GRAPPA. This retrospective selection

of every Rth interleave in each fully sampled frame
enabled evaluation of artifact behavior only from under-

sampling. Any possible motion blurring artifacts attributed

to the relatively large temporal footprint were applied in a

similar manner in both the fully sampled and retrospec-
tive undersampled data. Images were reconstructed from

the non-Cartesian k-space data using the inverse nonuni-

form fast Fourier transform (nuFFT) (35) and the individu-
al coils combined. Images with high signal to noise

obtained from time-averaged data (with a temporal win-

dow of 5 seconds) was used for coil sensitivity map esti-

mation with the eigen decomposition method (36). Spiral
GRAPPA reconstructions were assessed as a function of

number of time frames in the calibration data (tcalib) with a

fixed block size of 1� 1 in the readout and azimuthal
directions. Reconstructions ðĝðx; tÞÞ were evaluated against

the reference data ðgref ðx; tÞÞ qualitatively in terms of spa-

tiotemporal fidelity of moving articulator boundaries.
Quantitative evaluation in the image domain using the

average structural similarity measure index (SSIM) mea-

sure, as described in Wang et al (37), and the average nor-

malized root mean square error metric (nRMSE) were also
performed (Eq. 1):

nRMSE ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jjgref ðx; tiÞ � ĝðx; tiÞjj22

jjgref ðx; tiÞjj22

vuut ; [1]

where N is the number of time frames. Note that any

possible motion-blurring artifacts attributed to the 72
ms/frame temporal footprint in the reference data will be

present in both the reference and retrospective
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undersampled data. The nRMSE therefore only quanti-

fies the error attributed to undersampling.

Evaluation Using Pseudo-Golden-Angle View Order
k-t Sampling

Data from two subjects were acquired using a pseudo-

golden-angle multishot spiral sequence (spatial resolu-

tion¼ 2.4 mm2; image matrix size: 84�84; 13 interleaves

per fully sampled frame; angle increments of �222.490;

periodicity¼ 13 interleaves) (33). An angle increment of

�222.490 (or equivalently 3600–222.490¼139.510) is used

because we use conventional spiral trajectories as

opposed to spiral in-out (or full-spoke radial) trajectories,

where �111.2460 is applicable (33,38,39). Pseudo-golden-

angle sampling refers to the scheme where the (k,t) sam-

pling pattern repeats after a fixed number of golden-angle

increments (33). In this work, the sampling scheme is

repeated with periodicity of 13 interleaves because this

corresponds to the number of interleaves for full sam-

pling, and the calibration requires repetitions of several

fully sampled frames. During calibration, data were

acquired with a linear interleaf ordering from the pseudo-

golden-angle distribution (see Fig. 1). A task of producing

fluent speech (counting numbers at the subject’s natural

pace) was performed for 12 seconds during calibration

data collection. The rationale for linearly sorting the inter-

leaves is to ensure minimal object motion between succes-

sive k-space interleaves, which, in turn, allows for the

GRAPPA weights to efficiently capture coil geometry

dependencies while being robust to object motion (40).
Multiple (k-t) data sets were acquired as a part of a 90-

minute scan session with a range of stimuli including pro-

duction of beat-boxing sounds (41) and fluent speech

(counting numbers at a rapid pace). The audio was simul-

taneously recorded using a fiberoptic microphone (Optoa-

coustics Ltd., Moshav Mazor, Israel) and custom recording

and synchronization setup (42,43). Spiral GRAPPA recon-

structions were performed after varying the number of

interleaves per reconstructed frame, which allowed the

same task to be visualized at different temporal

resolutions. Specifically, 13 and 3 interleaves/frame were

considered, which respectively corresponded to native
time resolutions of 78 ms/frame, and 18 ms/frame.

Comparisons With Existing On-the-Fly and Off-Line
Methods

Spiral GRAPPA is compared against existing on-the-fly

gridding reconstruction with and without view sharing
(1,10), and an off-line sparse sensitivity encoding–based

PI-CS method that exploits temporal finite difference spar-
sity (14). View sharing is implemented by forming images
from 13 interleaves/frame, with a step size of three inter-

leaves. This corresponded to a native time resolution of
78 ms and a frame rate of 55 frames per second (fps). Spi-

ral GRAPPA and PI-CS were implemented with 3 inter-
leaves/frame, that is, with a native time resolution of 18
ms/frame, and frame rate of 55 fps. For view sharing and

spiral GRAPPA, reconstruction was implemented in a
frame-by-frame manner. For PI-CS, dynamic data of 5 sec-

onds (ie, �277 image time frames) were reconstructed
simultaneously using nonlinear conjugate gradient optimi-
zation. The calibration size in spiral GRAPPA was

1�1�150 respectively in the read out, azimuthal, and
temporal directions. To ensure overcompleteness, we

have used more number of measurements than the
required of required autocalibration signal points (an
oversampling factor of �3.1). The total time for calibration

was approximately 12 seconds. The regularization param-
eter in PI-CS was empirically adjusted to 0.1 based on a

L-curve heuristic as previously described (14). Raw data
were exported from the RT-HAWK platform, and all the
reconstructions were implemented off-line within MAT-

LAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) on an
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2698 v3; 2.30GHz; 40 MB of L3

cache; 16 processors. Qualitative assessment of spatiotem-
poral fidelity of the reconstructions was performed.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows retrospective down-sampling spiral
GRAPPA reconstructions at R¼ 4, where nRMSE and

FIG. 1. k-t spiral sampling in pro-
spective studies: pseudo-golden-
angle sampling was considered

with angle increments of 222.490

and a period of 13 interleaves. In

the calibration stage (a), the inter-
leaves are sorted in ascending
order of the distribution. In the

reconstruction stage (b), the inter-
leaves are acquired with golden-
angle increments.
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SSIM are plotted as a function of tcalib. For low tcalib< 10,

substantial noise amplification is seen. nRMSE and SSIM

respectively decrease and increase monotonically with

increasing tcalib, but saturates at tcalib �150. It can be seen

that there is no considerable difference in the reconstruc-

tions from tcalib¼ 150 (nRMSE¼0.163; SSIM¼ 0.819) and

tcalib¼ 400 (nRMSE¼0.16; SSIM¼ 0.828). Based on these

observations, we used tcalib¼ 150 in the remaining experi-

ments, which required approximately 11.7 seconds.
Figure 3 shows undersampled spiral GRAPPA recon-

structions evaluated against a fully sampled reference

reconstruction. The image time profiles and the error time

profiles qualitatively highlight the spatiotemporal fidelity

at various Rs. As expected, noise amplification is observed

with increasing R (attributed to fewer interleaves), which

was consistent with the factor
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nfs

Nus

q
; where Nfs and Nus are

respectively the number of acquired interleaves in the ref-

erence fully sampled data and undersampled data. Spiral

GRAPPA is observed to maintain the spatiotemporal

dynamics of the articulators well up to R¼ 3 or 4

(nRMSE,<0.163; SSIM,> 0.81), whereas at R �6, spatial

blurring artifacts appear at edges. Supporting Video S1

shows the corresponding dynamic movies.
Figure 4 compares results from a subject repating the

phrase: “One-two-three-four-five” at a rapid pace. Zero

filled nUFFT (Fig. 4a) provides substantial undersam-

pling artifacts. View sharing (Fig. 4b) blurred the fast

articulatory movements, such as tongue tip hitting the

hard palate, attributed to the large native time resolution

window of 78 ms. In comparison, spiral GRAPPA (Fig.

4c) provides a clear depiction of these fast-moving

articulators, which is attributed to its superior time reso-
lution of 18 ms.

Figure 5 compares the results from a subject producing
beat-boxing sounds. These sounds involve rapid articula-
tory dynamics of the opening and closing of the lips,
tongue tip motion, and velopharyngeal closures. View
sharing (Fig. 5a) blurred the articulatory movements dur-
ing rapid events, such as the inward movement of the
tongue and velopharyngeal closures, both of which could
be seen clearly in the PI-CS and spiral GRAPPA recon-
structions. Compared to view sharing and spiral GRAP-
PA, PI-CS demonstrated higher signal-to-noise ratio
attributed to inherent sparsity-based denoising and fewer
undersampling artifacts; however, it may also introduce
new nontrivial artifacts (3,44). Supporting Video S2
shows the dynamic movie of spiral GRAPPA along with
noise-cancelled audio during free-style beat-boxing
sounds.

View sharing and spiral GRAPPA are both compatible
with real-time reconstruction. Reconstruction time on a
single processor was 14.4 ms/frame for view sharing (1.8
ms per coil for nuFFT) and 116.4 ms/frame for spiral
GRAPPA (102 ms for GRAPPA interpolation; 14.4 ms for
nuFFT). Note that GRAPPA weights were precomputed
(85 seconds). With eight processors and using parfor
loops in MATLAB, our implementation of spiral GRAP-
PA produced a true reconstruction latency of 116 ms
and kept up with the raw MRI data rate of 18 ms/frame.
PI-CS with temporal finite difference constraint requires
reconstructing all frames at once. Total reconstruction
time for 5 seconds of RT-MRI data was 17.5 minutes. If
view sharing and spiral GRAPPA were performed

FIG. 2. Effect of calibration size on spiral GRAPPA reconstruction: (a) nRMSE; (b) SSIM between the reconstructions and fully sampled

images is plotted v/s the number of time frames during calibration (tcalib). (c) Example spatial frame from reconstructions using fully sam-
pled data, zero filled at R¼4, spiral GRAPPA at R¼4 with different tcalib. nRMSE and SSIM respectively decreased and increased
monotonically with increasing tcalib, however plateaus at tcalib¼150. Similar reconstructions were observed with tcalib > 150 (see blue

highlighted area that corresponds to nMRSE within 0.3% and SSIM within 0.9%). In this work, we use tcalib¼150, which is �11.7
seconds.
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serially frame by frame, they would have resulted in

total reconstruction times of 4 and 32 seconds,

respectively.

DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated the feasibility of accelerating RT-

MRI of speech by up to 4-fold using spiral GRAPPA with

reconstruction latency times of 116 ms in the MATLAB

environment. This approach effectively leverages the

advantages of a custom upper-airway phased-array coil

and efficient spiral sampling. A time resolution of 18

ms/frame (55 fps) was achieved at a spatial resolution of

2.4 mm2. Calibration time was approximately 12 seconds,

which is negligible considering that a typical speech

MRI data collection with a sequence of choice is 30 to 90

minutes. Good fidelity reconstructions were observed up

to R¼ 4. At R �6, spatial blurring at the edges was evi-

dent, which is attributed to the large gaps in k-space

coupled with the limited number of receiver coils; note

that the use of an array with a larger number of coil ele-

ments may increase the acceleration possible with

through-time non-Cartesian GRAPPA, as has been shown

in previous work (27–32).

The compatibility with pseudo-golden-angle interleav-

ing allowed for retrospective adjustment of the time reso-

lution to visualize rapidly moving articulators. Examples

demonstrating its utility in visualizing rapid speech and

beat boxing were presented. Attributable to the use of

smaller temporal windows, superior temporal fidelity

was observed with spiral GRAPPA and PI-CS in compar-

ison to view sharing (3 interleaves/frame with spiral

GRAPPA vs 13 interleaves/frame with view sharing).

Reconstruction times with spiral GRAPPA were 8 times

slower compared to view sharing. In addition, spiral

GRAPPA involved a one-time computation of the GRAP-

PA weights (85 seconds). Parallel computing was

exploited in spiral GRAPPA to achieve a true reconstruc-

tion latency of 116 ms, which kept up with the raw MRI

data rate of 18 ms/frame when using eight processors.

PI-CS required 17.5 minutes to jointly reconstruct 5 sec-

onds of RT-MRI data. In comparison, a serial frame-by-

frame reconstruction using view sharing or spiral GRAP-

PA would have resulted in total reconstruction times of

4 or 32 seconds, respectively.
The multishot spiral GRAPPA method in this work

can further be extended in several ways. Performance

may be improved through the use of higher channel

FIG. 3. Spiral GRAPPA reconstructions from retrospectively undersampled spiral data (12 interleaves/frame, 2.5 mm2). The speaker
repeated the phrase “ala-ara-asa-asha” at a normal pace. The first column shows an example spatial frame; the second column shows

the image time profile marked by the solid white arrow; the third column shows the error time profiles, which are scaled up �3 for better
visualization. Good spatiotemporal fidelity is maintained up to R¼4. At R>¼6, spatial blurring of the high-frequency edges is visually

evident. The noise amplification with increasing R was consistent with the factor
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nfs=Nus

p
; where Nfs and Nus are respectively the num-

ber of acquired interleaves in the fully sampled data and undersampled data.
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FIG. 4. RT-MRI of fluent speech with (a) zero-filled reconstruction at R¼4.3 (3 TR, 18 ms); (b) view-sharing reconstruction (step size: 3
TR; frame rate: 55 fps; native time resolution¼78 ms); (c) through-time GRAPPA reconstruction at R¼4.3 (3 TR, 18 ms). The subject
produced the phrase “one-two-three-four-five” at a rapid pace. The first three columns show a sequence of spatial frames correspond-

ing to the timing of the tongue tip hitting the palate, and the last column shows the image time profiles at the cross-section marked by
the white dotted arrow. Zero-filled–based images show considerable undersampling artifacts. View sharing captured slow dynamic

movements well, but blurred rapid movements. In contrast, through-time spiral GRAPPA provided improved temporal fidelity of rapidly
moving articulators. For instance, subtle tongue tip shaping is seen to be captured with spiral GRAPPA while blurred with view sharing
(see solid yellow arrows).

FIG. 5. RT-MRI of beat boxing at 55 fps with (a) view sharing, (b) spiral GRAPPA, and (c) PI-CS. The dynamic time series corresponded
to the 5-second snippet of a free-style beat-boxing task. The last column shows the image time profile as marked by the solid white

arrow. Columns 1 to 4 show the dynamic images of the time instance marked on the first column. In comparison to PI-CS, and spiral
GRAPPA, view sharing resulted in temporal blurring of fast articulatory dynamics. For instance, the rapid inward movement of the

tongue tip is captured with better fidelity in the spiral GRAPPA and PI-CS methods when compared to view sharing (see white arrows).
Similarly, subtle movements of the velum are blurred with view sharing in comparison to spiral GRAPPA and PI-CS (see yellow arrows).
PI-CS has improved signal to noise attributed to inherent denoising. Approximate MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA)

latency times were: view sharing (14 ms/frame); spiral GRAPPA (116 ms/frame); and PI-CS (17.5 mins to jointly reconstruct 5 secs of
RT-MRI data).
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count receiver arrays. Residual noise in the reconstruc-

tions may be mitigated by using on-the-fly denoising tech-

niques, such as median filtering (45) or nonlocal means

filtering (46). In this work, for simplicity, we have focused

on assessing image quality as a function of the number of

time frames in the calibration data with a fixed block size

of 1� 1 in the readout and azimuthal directions. There

may be further room to reduce the 12-second calibration

time by exploiting through k-space GRAPPA. We have

demonstrated applicability of through-time non-Cartesian

GRAPPA with spiral trajectories at 1.5T. However, it could

be applied with radial trajectories in cases where spiral

trajectories are challenged by off-resonance artifacts (e.g.,

at higher field strengths). Self-calibrated imaging (47) may

be feasible when the number of interleaves in the fully

sampled acquisition equals the desired acceleration level

(four in this study).
Several applications of spiral GRAPPA-based RT-MRI of

the upper airway remain to be explored. These include

real-time feedback-based imaging during singer training,

language training, and bidirectional speaker communica-

tion. Clinical applications requiring instant feedback may

also benefit. These include speech rehabilitation applica-

tions such as in stuttering, aphasia, reorganization of

speech post-treatment, or evaluation of swallowing diffi-

culties (eg, dysphagia).

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the ability of spiral GRAPPA to

accelerate RT-MRI of speech by up to 4-fold with a

reconstruction latency of 116 ms. The approach provided

single-slice RT-MRI of the upper airway at a time resolu-

tion of 18 ms/frame and spatial resolution of 2.4 mm2/

pixel. Attributable to the use of smaller temporal foot-

prints per frame, this approach provides superior tempo-

ral fidelity in comparison to existing on-the-fly view-

sharing schemes and comparable temporal fidelity to

state-of-the-art PI-CS schemes that utilize temporal con-

straints. In contrast to PI-CS schemes, this approach can

be perfectly parallelized and produces images frame by

frame, making it applicable to a wide range of RT-MRI

experiments of the upper airway that require real-time

visualization of rapid articulatory movements.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information can be found in the online version of this
article.
Video S1. Spiral GRAPPA reconstructions from retrospectively under-
sampled spiral data (12 interleaves/frame, 2.5 mm2). The speaker repeated
the phrase “ala-ara-asa-asha” at a normal pace. The reconstructions are
shown for subsampling factors (R 5 2, 3, 4, 6). The error images are scaled
up by a factor of 3 for better visualization.
Video S2. RT-MRI of beat boxing at 55 frames per second with spiral
GRAPPA reconstruction and noise-cancelled audio.
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